
Habitat for Humanity Sri Lanka participates in the World Conference 
on Youth 2014 

This year, Habitat for Humanity  
Sri Lanka was one of the few select 
applicants chosen to showcase their 
work for the World Conference on 
Youth (WCY) 2014 at the BMICH,  
a conference that brought together 
around 700 youth from all over the 
world to discuss issues that affected 
them.  On opening day, Habitat  
Sri Lanka conducted an interactive 
panel discussion on the “role of 
youth in breaking the cycle of 
poverty”.   

The session began by affirming that youth do not live in a vacuum, 
independent of influences around them. They too can support healthy 
change, initiate action, set the agenda, and work towards a commonly 
defined goal.  They are a major segment in the society and an important 
contributor to national development. They are an agent of change and 
tomorrow’s leaders.  

The session focused on housing as a critical 
foundation to poverty alleviation. Panelists 
discussed the impact of youth in national 
development, demonstrated how youth can 
create change within their communities and 
presented the Habitat Youth BUILD case 
study – a campaign that draws on the 
power, capacity and energy of the youth to 
act, do something, and lead activities to 
draw attention to, and tackle, the issue of 
substandard housing.  

125 participants from different schools and 
technical colleges in Sri Lanka, as well as 
conference delegates listened attentively 
and contributed during the open forum.   
St. Benedicts College students were so 
inspired to make a change that they 
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pledged to assist in building 50 homes for the 
underprivileged.  Not wanting to be left behind, the 
electrical students of Ceylon German Technical 
Training Institute said that they too will contribute by 
providing electrical wiring requirements of 50 homes.  
Accounting students questioned how they could 
contribute. The session turned into a lively discussion 
that included Habitat Sri Lanka staff sharing the 
different roles they play in the organization, and who 
can volunteer, support and contribute to the different 
programs of Habitat.  

As a start of their community engagement activity, 
the participants were asked to support Habitat Youth 
BUILD 2014 by raising their hands to form a house. Participants wore a 
Habitat cap they received during the session and posed for the camera. 

That same morning, in relation to the WCY 2014, Habitat Sri Lanka was 
featured at the “Good morning Sri Lanka” show, a one hour breakfast talk 
show aired on MTV Sports channel.  Habitat Sri Lanka’s Board Chair, Ramesh 
Schaffter; National Director, Dinesh Kanagaratnam  and Resource 
Development & Public Relations manager, Aida Fernando; as well as, Lala 
Baldelovar, Resource Development manager of Asia-Pacific office, were 
interviewed.  A pre-recorded interview with Habitat Sri Lanka’s Goodwill 
Ambassador, Otara Gunewardene - a prominent Sri Lankan business lady, 
was also aired as part of the show. Otara spoke about her five year 
engagement with Habitat and urged individuals and corporates to join hands 
with Habitat in solving poverty housing.  

As part of the WCY 2014 exhibition at 
the Sirimavo Bandaranaike Exhibition 
Centre, Habitat Sri Lanka put up a 
unique and engaging exhibition stall 
showcasing its work. The exhibition 
was open to the public and ran for 
three days, from 7th to the 9th May, 
2014.  
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Registering to volunteer for builds at the Habitat stall 
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Posing in front of Habitat’s model house 
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